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Bombs away

l\tlaking the
prom possible

Big blasts lead Knights past
Hartford in series -SEESPORTS,A9

UCF student helps.foster
children -SEE NEWS,A2

Knights head to Tallahassee
Students invited to 'Day at the Capitol'
COURTNEY 61LMARTIN
Staff Writer

On Tuesday:

Students compete in
cultural dance-off
The Multicultural Student
Center, along with Iota Phi
Theta, is Hosting a dance
competition Monday night in
the Pegasus Ballroom.

Mens golf competes in
Rio Pinar Invitational
The Knights won both the team
and individual title in their
home tournament last year.

•

Knights will be storming Tallahassee on March
24 for UCF's annual Day at
the Capitol
Students will take a tour
of the Capitol building,
learn about the legislative
process as they sit in on
committee sessions and
meet with legislators to

WillyougotoDay
at the Capitol?
www.UCFNews.com

voice their opinions. Day
at the Capitol, which is
sponsored by the Student
Government Association,
is free and open to all students.
"Day at the Capitol is
SGA'.s chance to get stu-

dents engaged in what's
going on in Florida's Capitol," said Aaron Alva, SGA'.s
legislative affairs and outreach specialist. "When
you go up to Tallahassee
and you meet with legislators, you really become
engaged in the process."
Students will leave for
PLEASE SEE

'When you go up to
Tallahassee and you meet
with legislators, you really
become engaged in the
process.'

TRIP ON A?

Awave of rock, for a cause

Librarian
fromUCF
wins award,

Baseball takes on South
Florida in home game
The War on 1-4 heats up in the
fonn of baseball on Tuesday as
the Knights take on the Bulls.

On Wednesday:

Softball up against
Drake at ~ome

$2,000prhe

The Knights hope to pull off a
win in their only game against
Drake this season.

Honor given at conference

Check UCFNews.com and
follow us@UCFNews on
Twitter for breaking
news and other Web
exclusive stories.

JESSIE KRISTOF
Contributing Writer

Breaking
news on
your cell
Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

FIND OUT WHO CAN
REALLY DANCE, AND
WHOCANNOT
>

The Multicultural Student Center
and Iota Phi Theta present"Do You
Think You Can Dance?" The event
is today from 7 p.m. until 10 p.m.
in the Pegasus Ballroom of the
Student Union.
PHOTOS BY JEFFREY RILEY / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

SIXT~EN-YEAR-OLD
STUDENT GETS
PERFECT SAT SCORE
An Ocala-area teenager has.
recorded a perfect SAT score.
Vanguard High School junior
Vikash Sinha said his flawless
2,400 score on the exam was a bit
of a surprise.
'

MAN ARRESTED FOR
ALLEGEDLY ROBBING
ADRIVE THROUGH
Authorities say a 33-year-old
Dunedin man has been arrested
after robbing afast food
restaurant through a drivethrough window with a broken
beer bottle.
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TODAY'S
WEATHER
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Online News Editor

has been your role in planning
out the festival?
Graham Penniman· I'm
here to make sure this event is
the best and most unique
music and arts festival at UCE
My goal is to enlighten,
empower and encourage lasting change; therefore, my central role has been to craft an
event that is entertaining and
engaging. I want people to discover what is at every booth,
and hope that they see the
importance in a redefined
future. A central idea to this
event is the idea that we have
important choices we make
each day that slip by unnoticed

DOORS ON AS

Students forced to
fmd solutions to
parking problem

Bands, education lined up for fest
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Pro-skaters, tables full of
nonprofit
environmental,
organizations, and more than
20 bands, including headliners
and Gainesville-natives Less
Than Jake will take over the
Memory Mall on Friday at 3
p.m
No, this is not Warped Tour.
It's Green Waves, a first°"f-itskind music festival meets ecological summit.
The Future asked Graham
Penniman, one of the event's
organizers, how the festival
came to be, what students have
to look forward to and what
organizers hope to accomplish.

INDEX

UCF librarian, Penny Minton Beile,
received the Distinguished Education and
Behavioral Sciences Librarian Award.
Each year an exceptional academic librarian who exhibits outstanding dedication,
achievement .and !"-"!ll!".P.'!P!l~:--r-,.---,-.;;;--~q
contributions in
the field of education or behavioral '
sciences is nation- r
ally recognized.
Beile will receive
a plaque as well as
a $2,000 prize for
her accomplishment on June 26,
during the 2010
American Library
Association's
Annual Conference in WashingSIERRA FORD / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
ton, D.C.
Librarian Penny Beile will be honored
"Receiving the with aplaque and $2,000 award.
award is certainly
a milestone in my professional life," Beile said.
Beile has been employed by UCF since
1998. She is the current interim department
head for reference services and department
head of the Curriculum Materials Center. She
also works with the USF's School of Library

Guitarist and vocalist Chris Demakes, seen here at Warped Tour, will play with his band Less Than Jake at Green Waves on Friday.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

•

-AARON ALVA
SGA LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS AND OUTREACH SPECIALIST

Contributing Writer

The eco-festival will be headlined by
Gainesville ska-punk band less Than Jake.

-CD-

Forcoverageof
Green Waves:
www.UCFNews.com

because we are just going
about "business as usual." Not
to be overbearing, but this is
incorrect. What I hope to
achieve is an understanding
that we all have control over
our future course, and we must
become an active citizenry.
I am incorporating many
different elements to help
guests absorb information that
is critical.. I like to think of
myself as the Green Waves
PlfASE SEE

MUSIC ON A6

Gregg Heinkel has his own way of dealing
with parking on campus: get there early.
Heinke}, a senior humanities major, said he
has always arrived to campus early because of
horror stories from other students about the difficulty of finding parking. To guarantee a spot,
he arrives on campus at 8 am for an 11:30 am.
class.

Heinkel passes the three hours in a quiet corner outside the administrative office in the
Nicholson School of Communication building
reading a book.
"I just sit here for several hours;• he said. ''I
work on my homework. It isn't too bad. I can get
a lot done."
The parking problems extend to handicapped parking spaces as well
The garages combined provide 58 handicapped parking spaces, and there are more than
PLEASE SEE
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Everyone gets an education
The College Of Health
& Public Affairs is hosting
an event called ''.A Bridge
to a Brighter Future: Providing a College Experience for Young Adults
with Developmental Disabilities," located in Room
104 of the HPA Building
today, 6:30 p.m. till 8 p.m.
Call 407-823-1270 for
more information.
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Student helps foster children tum
prom from a dream into reality
RAYMAJENKINS

3.7.

Staff Writer

Caitlin Connolly,
a public
administration major at UCF, stood
closely to Marjorie Arment in a
room filled with donated multicolored formal dresses, shoes, and
accessories as they picked the perfect gown for Arment to wear to
prom.
Arment's prom dreams were
made possible by Connollys Prom
for Dreams organization
"It [Prom For Dreams] is really
. amazing," Arment said ''I'm really
happy to experience this because I
couldn't get a prom dress on my

Dreams] was one step to understand the foster care system and to
leave a little bit of an impact along
the way."
Independent Living Supervisor
with Intervention Services of Seminole county, Amanda Annis said
foster children usually can't afford
all of the expenses traditionally
associated with going to prom.
"So for them to pay their rent,
pay their utilities, ... pay all of their
bills, maintain high school and possibly have extra curricular activities
or a job and afford to go to prom -

own"
Connolly started the non-profit
organization in 2009. The organization provides teens with prom
dresses, tuxedos, accessories and
even dinner gift certificates.
Connolly said 60 youths enter
the Florida foster care system every
month. At any one time, there are at
least 1,500 youths in Orange, Osceola and Seminole counties.
"I am very interested in the foster care system and the child welfare system," Connolly said
She said her passion is children
in the United States who do not
have a voice.
''I've always wanted to adopt and
eventually open up a foster home,"
she said ''I thought this [Prom for

that is really tough."
Arment, 18, an independent living foster youth does just that she pays rent, car insurance, a cell
phone bill, works at Pizza Hut 10
hours per week, runs track and field
and maintains a high school GPA of
"Foster care is for survival, not
acts of normalcy that Prom for
Dreams is able to give them," Connolly said
At a Prom for Dreams event on
April 10, Connolly hopes to give 19
high school seniors some normalcy
by providing them with updos,
tuxedo fittings and dinner gift certificates, while volunteers act as
their personal shoppers.
"It may not be the best dress
they have, but at least they are able
to go to prom and we can instill a
sense of self-esteem and confidence," Connolly said. "It's about
them for that day."

Photo.CFF@gmail.com
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In the March 4 issue of
the Central Florida Future,
in the article headlined
"Socialist philosophy rings
at UCF with YCL," the
Young Communist League
at UCF does support
aspects of Karl Marx's
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Caitlin Connolly stands in the doorway while Marjorie Arment, an 18-year-old independent living foster
youth, finds the perfect prom dress from about 100 donated dresses collected through.the years.
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Sixteen-year-old student
gets perfect SAT score
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DUNEDIN - Authorities say a 33-year-old
Dunedin man has been
arrested after robbing a
restaurant
fast
food
through a drive-through
window.
Jack St. Clair Burris
faces charges of robbery
with a weapon and aggravated assault. He was being
held iii Pinellas County jail
on $55,000 bond

•

Editor-in-Chief
Jeffrey Riley x213

Caitlin Connolly, right,started Prom for Dreams. The non-profit organization allows high school foster youth the opportunity to attend prom.

robbing drive through

•

407-447-4558

The Office of Student
Involvement is hosting
"Tribute to the Troops:
Past and Present," recognizing veterans across
generations and featuring
surviving Navajo code
talkers.
The event is in the Fairwinds Alumni Center on
Tuesday, 7 p.m. until 9 p.m.

Man arrested for allegedly

I

NEWSROOM

Recognizing veterans at UCF

OCALA - An Ocalaarea teenager has recorded a perfect SAT score.
Vanguard High School
junior Vlkash Sinha said
his flawless 2,400 score on
the exam was a bit of a surprise, because he hadn't
achieved a perfect score in
practice exams.
His high school counselor says he didn't lmow
how well the 16-year-old
had done on the test until
Vlkash's mother and sister
stopped by the school to
discuss
his
college
options.

•

The Ctntmf Flotida Future is the independenr. studentwritten newspaper at the UnJi,e,s;ty of Central Ronda.
Opinlo11S in the Future are those of the individual
columnist and not necessanly tho!eof the editolial staff
or the Unive<sity administration. All mntent is property
of the Ctn/JIJJ Florida Future arid may not be repnnted in
part or In vmole without pennisson from the publisher.

The Multicultural Student Center and Iota Phi
Theta present "Do You
Think You Can Dance?"
today, 7 p.m. till 10 p.m. in
the Student Union's Pegasus Ballroom.
Watch fellow Knights
compete in a cultural
dance competition based
on the hit show, with special guest performance.
Call 407-823-0401 for
more information.

Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

(entraf •
1f~tiba·
1uture •
1he Student Newspapu at UCF since 1968

Find out who can really dance

LOCAL
&STATE
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MOSTLY
SUNNY

rain. West wind around 15 mph.

High:69°
Low:47°

Tonight: Mostly clear into the
evening. West northwest wind
around 10 mph.

~ :, Tuesday
~,.,)' PARTLY CLOUDY

/;:J

~ :r

•

High:69°

Low:50°

Wednesday

High:67°

PARTLY CLOUDY

Low:48°

One free copy of the Central Florida Future
permitted per issue. If available, additional
copies may be purthased from our office with
prior approval for $1 each. Newspaper theft
is a aime. V-iolators may be subject to civil
and criminal prosecution and/or
University discipline.
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Atime to reffed and heal.
Discussions on stress
management, exercise,
nutrition and more.

•
•
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Contact Rachel Mcintee For Details:
rachel.mcintee@Welltrax.com
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·Top stories from the spring break vacation
~

Biology building evacuated
after false alarm due to broken air conditioner

The Biological Sciences
building, located in the
southeastern portion of
campus was evacuated
.; March 8, due to a suspicious odor coming from
the building, according to
Chad Binette of UCF
~ News & Information.
A burned out air handler, part of an air condi" tioning unit, set off a
smoke detector in the
building which prompted
UCF Police to contact
) · Orange County Fire Rescue out of "an abundance
of caution,'' Binette said
Binette said he is
unsure of how many students and faculty were
evacuated, but there were
1 not as many as a normal
week because of spring
break.
The building was evac., uated at about 2:30 p.m.
and was reopened at about
4:45 p.m. after officials
from a hazardous materiJ als response team determined the strange odor

fl

For the original
articles, go to:
www.UCFNews.com

was not chemical-related

Theater student arrested
after allegedly making a fake
bomb for a dass project
A UCF student was
arrested March 6 outside
of an Ocala movie theater
for allegedly leaving a fake
bomb in his pickup truck.
Marion County Sheriff's deputies arrested
Matthew Pye, a theater
major, on the charge of
manufacture, possession
and display of a hoax
weapon of mass destruction. after a prop bomb
was reportedly seen on the
passenger seat of his truck.
Pye told deputies the
prop bomb, which was
made to resemble several
sticks of dynamite with
wires and a timer attached,
was part of a class project
he received an A on. He
said he did lots of research
to ensure the prop was as
realistic-looking as possible.

According to reports by
the Orlando Sentinel, theater projects will no longer
include producing props
that resemble weapons.
"The Theatre department and UCF Conservatory Theatre also will
review their procedures
for the storage and disposal of all props that could be
mistaken as dangerous
items," Christine Dellert of
UCF News & Information
told the SentineL
If convicted, Pye could
face up to 15 years in jail

about 8 feet of water.
The cause of death has
not been determined

ASF Committee balances
budget, moves into final steps
of approval process
The Activity & Service
Fee Budget Committee balanced their budget March 5,
after adding funding for a 24hour study space to the bill
The study area would be

located near the UCF Arena
and would consist of couches, wireless printing and
other Student Government
Association services, such as
Scantron distnbution.
Between 120 and 150 students could study in the
space at any given time,
Michael Kilbride, the SGA
president-elect, said at the
meeting.
The committee will

spend the next few weeks
finalizing the fiscal portion.
as well as the written language contained in the bill,
before presenting it to the
SGA Student Senate during a
special session. According to
Title VIII, Section 803.11, the
special session must be held
before the third senate meeting in April.

Student dies after disappearing during free dive
A UCF student has died
after going missing during
a dive on March 5.
Joseph Kelly, a business
student, was free diving
with two friends in an
underwater cave near
Chassahowitzka
River
Campground in Homosassa, Fla. when he disappeared about 9:30 p.m.
A dive team from the
Citrus County Sheriff's
Office located his body
about two hours later in

Inspiration transformation
---- ---~-.,,--,---- ----

Linda Brant, the artist behind "Transformation,"
located at the Women's Research Center Gallery,
creates both 2-D and 3-D works of art based on
inspirations from nature.
- PHOTOS BY SIERRA FORD / CENTRALFLORIDAFUTURE
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HPV
Fact
.
'

16:

It is estimated that each minute
in the US, there is a new case of

nital wa
HPV Fact

•

•
•

Guys can' ge screened for HPV.
So there's no way to know if a guy
has the virus or is passing it on.

Why risk i
Visit your campus health center.
0MERCK
Copyright C 2010 Marek & Co.. Inc.
All rights rese,ved. Printed In USA.
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New garage to ease parking congestion woes
FROM

Al

500 surface lot spaces that
are divided up between
"service/loading, 24--hour
reserved, and the disabled or
handicapped," according to
the UCF Parking & Transportation Services Web site.
With so few spaces for
the handicapped, Kevin
Simmons, a 32-year-old digital media student with a disability, finds it increasingly
difficult to locate a spot to
park.
"It is impossible, even
with my [handicapped parking] tag;' he said.
Simmons usually goes
through two lots before
finding a handicapped spot
or even a regular space.
Parking on campus is
notoriously bad, but there
are plans to ease the situation.

•

Howlonghave
you drded a lot?
www.UCFNews.com

A new parking garage is
being built next to the Fairwinds Alumni Center and
the Psychology Building,
according to UCF News &
Information.
Construction begins this
month and should be completed by spring 2011. It will
cost an estimated $17 million.
Parking Garage J will
have about 1,300 spaces,
about 300 fewer spaces than
Parking Garage A, the
largest garage on campus.
Construction calls to
alter the man-made pond
located next to where the
new garage will be. A bridge
will be constructed to be
used as a pedestrian walk-

way.

The new garage will provide a much needed boost to
parking on the north side of
campus, as well as provide
extra parking during events
at the Arena
UCF has about 14,879
parking spaces, according to
the Parking & Transportation Services Web site.
Last year, the university
collected $8.6 million in
transportation fees and
another $1.3 million from
parking fines, for a total of
nearly $10 million, including
selling 48,434 parking
decals.
With drivers outnumbering parking spaces by a 3-1
ratio, parking is a major
issue across campus.
The grass overflow lot
across from the construction of the new Performing
Arts Center was a hotspot
for many drivers, who could

quickly find a spot, or
sometimes make one, and
get to class on time.
Christine Dellert of
UCF News & Information,
said Parking & Transportation Services uses
the lot for overflow and
game day football parking.
Last semester it was

kept open longer than normal because of the heavy
traffic that is common in
the fall
There was so much
overflow that there were
not enough places to park.
Students made their own
spots, often illegally. During the semester, five cars

were towed.
''It really is the same situation as it has been in the
past," Dellert said. "It is
open in the fall because
there is more traffic and it
usually closes by spring."
The empty lot is now •
home to the recently
erected electronic sign.

11 11

More courses, flexible sessions and smaller classes let you earn credits your way in our
summer sessions. For a complete schedule visit WWW.Ut.edU/SUmmer
Call or e-mail to make an appointment with an admissions counselor• (813) 253-6249 • scs@ut.edu

reGisternowl ~TAMPA
OFFICE OF GRADUATE AND CONTINUING STUDIES 401 W. Kennedy Blvd. I Tampa, FL 33606-1490 j (813) 253-6249 j scs@ut.edu

•
•
•
•
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UCF has about 14,879 parking spaces, according to the Parking &Transportation Services Web site. Anew parking
garage, which will be completed by spring 2011, will add 1,300 more spaces.Garage Jwill cost an estimated $17 million.

•
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Doors to knowledge
opened by librarian
FROM Al

and Information Sciences
as an instructor.
Fellow librarian Jason
Martin said Belle's work
ethic is above and beyond
anyone else he knows.
"Not only does she
take on a lot of work and
projects, but her standards are so very high
and her work beyond
reproach," Martin said.
Beile plays an active
role in the Education and
Behavioral Sciences Section, a division of the
American Library Association.
"Penny has been
involved with EBSS·since
she started in the profession many years ago, and
has done a tremendous
amount of work for EBSS
during that time," said coworker Linda Colding.
"She has chaired committees, created committees,
and had a strong voice in
the direction and purpose of EBSS/'
Beile was able to
implement several of her
ideas when working on
the executive committee
such as the enhancement
of library
research
through the establishment of a research committee.
"The ~ommittee provides support to new
researchers, a place to
discuss emerging issues
and a venue for librarians
to present their resear~
at an annual forum," Beile
said.
The K-12 educational
community has benefitted from Beile as well. In
2007 she served as a
member of the National
Forum on Informational
Literacy's ICT Policy

Dreams. That's what you'll find at the Walt Disney World® Resort.
There are many Guest Service and Entertainment roles in which our
Cast Members bring Disney dreams to life. From our enchanted theme
parks and world-class hotels to our spectacular shows and beloved
characters, Walt Disney World Resort Cast Members have a world of
opportunity, and take pride in turning dreams into realities.

SIERRA FORD/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Beile, who received her doctorate in Curriculum and Instruction from UCF,
developed the Beile Test of Information Literacy, a test for education students.

Council. The council was
responsible for recommending passing scores
for a certain assessment.
"Penny has worked
tirelessly in support of
information
literacy,"
Martin said. "She was one
of the main reasons information fluency was chosen as the campus-wide
[ Quality Enhru:icement
Plan] initiative."
In 2005, Beile received
her doctorate in Curriculum and Instruction from
UCF.
. __ Her dissertation work
involved developing the
Beile Test of Information
Literacy for Education, a
test for education students.
With · her personal
research, Beile said she
would like to create a
more unified theory of

information literacy.
Martin
said
her
research is well-respected.
"I don't see how she
does all she does," Colding said. "She's a great
example for o~ers to follow."
Before becoming a
librarian, Beile played
professional pool, ranking among the top 10 U.S.
women players. She won
the 1987 Association of
College Unions International Women's Billiards
tournament.
''.A librarian showed
me how to use information to open doors," Beile
said. "I wanted to be able
to do the same thing.
Librarianship is dynamic,
ever changing, and challenging. I'd highly recommend it as a profession."

Full-time roles currently available:

Housekeeping• Bus Driver• Reservation Sales Agent
Part-time roles currently available:

Deep-Water Lifeguard • Quick Service Food & Beverage
Attractions • Merchandise • Custodial • Bus Driver
Character Look-alike Performer
Full-time Cast Members may also be eligible for me?ical, dental and vision coverage,
plus paid vacation and sick leave. All Cast Members receive theme park admission
and discounts at select dining, merchan.dise and recreation locations.

To apply online, visit:

www.WaltDisneyWorld.jobs
.

,

~

,
~

'

.

)
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Ce.kr~fSNe"fWorld.
'ZRJhere dreams come tme
EOE • Drawing Creativity from Diversity • ©Disney

Benefits subject to change at anytime.
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Music fest wrapped in Earth-based message : •
FROM A1

visionary designer. I started
gathering the puzzle pieces
about a year ago. I was the
one who came up with the
idea for the labyrinth, and
using the bicycle pedal powered electric generators. Bike
turbines have been done
before, but not how we will
be using them. I have been
the central figure from the
very beginning. I could go
into more, but I feel like I
would be bragging.

CFF: Where did the idea
come from?

Pennirnarr 'That is somewhat complicated. I love
music festivals. I've seen a
few bands more than 10
times and been lucky enough
to catch my favorite, Widespread Panic, 48 times. I'm a
jamband kid If! could just hit
the road and tour for the rest
ofmy life, I would, and I hope
I get to sooner than later. I've
always liked throwing big
productions and doing them
well I was lucky enough to
have learned a lot about
green events from the premier green event company,

Seven Star. I also was lucky
enough to have worked as a
planet ambassador at the
Bonnaroo Music Festival this
past June. There, I absorbed
some great ideas on how to
do my little eco-fest
This also grew from my
desire to support strong science based federal climate
legislation as well as state legislation, the Student Renewable Energy Fund I feel like
people, while rocking out
and having a great time, are
going to be more willing to
take a moment longer to
appreciate the significance of
this boring political stuff that really does carry the
weight of our future - and
perhaps sign a petition, call
their senator and or maybe
even take five minutes to
compose a handwritten letter. I feel like most people are
simply caught up in life, don't
feel like they have any power,
or just don't understand the
complexity of the issues facing us in the near future.
Groundbreaking decisions
are being debated. on as we
speak. People need to be loud
and take charge of their
future.
This event is also a show-

case for what I can do to
some important individuals.
I am hoping to do this many
more times across the globe.
I have started a company
with a couple other students
on campus. We are Origin
Influence. We want to support local community efforts
to rebuild the social capital. I
want to help form strong
communities, so that people
will want to go the extra mile,
out of their way, to better
those around them, and in
turn bettering themselves.
CFF: What do you hope to
accomplish from the event?

Peonh:nan· One thousand
people walk away committed
to making the conscious
choice to lighten their impact
on the world around them. I
will be satisfied with nothing
less. I am serious when it
comes to the urgency with
which we all must begin
doing what we can td correct
the mistakes of the last 60
years. All I'm saying is that
we can continue being apathetic and get slapped in the
face and deal with a lot ofbad
stuff in the near future, or we
can choose to become future

in deciding where we
work, how we live, and
who listens to us. A very
positive future that is just
and equitable, powered by
clean energy, fed with
responsible local food and
retrofitted by green-collar
workers.
I hope people call their
senators, write a letter, or
choose to eat a little less
meat, ride their bike rather
than drive their car to
schooi sign up to volunteer
in IDEAS' Lake Clean Up
the following day or simply
choose to turn over a new

lea£
And, for Green Waves
to be successful enough
that CAB just can't wait to
do it again

CFF: How much time
has gone into the project
from conception until
now?

FACULTY

&

STAFF

CAMPAIGN
MARCH 16 - APRIL 6

CFF: What are some of
the unique things students
should check out while
they are at the festival?
)>ennhnan· An Ecological Labyrinth [an educational maze where students' ecological choices
lead them to the exit],
Kappa Sigma and IDEAS
will host a ride-a-thon for
charity, speakers, drum circles, backyard gardening
tips, the film tent, ''Define
Your Decade" - a mock
election where you will
vote on your future, recycling centers, and the proskaters doing two demos
on our half pipe. Don't forget to grab your passport
that will guide you around
Green Waves as well as
give you the opportunity to
win T-shirts, water bottles,
Drake tickets and more.

CFF:

How did you

Penniman· I started manage to get so many
gathering resources to do
this event in Washington,
D.C. at Power Shift in February 2009. A lot of time. I
am constantly networking,
attending workshops, conventions, lectures, art
openings, open mic nights,
e-mailing, designing, on
the phone or meeting. I am
definitely not making any~
thing off of this either. In
fact, I've probably put
about $1,500 of my own
money into this. I'm pretty
dedicated

CFF: How can students
who are interested in helping out with setup or
breakdown get involved?

7

and have a ton of fun

wise and take hold of it.

Make it our own. Be active

Pennjman· Volunteers
can register by sending an
e-mail
to
cabmusic@mailuc£ed\L
They will receive a stylin'
Green Waves T-shirt as
well as a meal. You'll
receive credit for classes

bands involved?

Penniman· For the battle of the bands I have been
holding preliminary competitions at Natura Coffee
and Tea, right across
Alafaya A lot ofgreat talent
comes through there and
Paula, the owner, was very
kind to allow us to host
them there and helped us
do some scouting at the
open mic nights. We hosted four of these. The bands
are all really good. It will be
a tough decision for the
judges. I'm glad that isn't
my responsibility.
Alec Vidmar, a freshman with CAB, did the best
work I've experienced getting some great talent to
come a long way to play for
free. This guy will keep
bringing some sick shows
to this campus. I am privileged to have had his help.
David Marren, concert
director for Cam.pus Activ-

ities Board, came to me1
back in November wanting
to throw a festival that had
a social and environmental'
responsible theme. It jus~
so happened that was wha
I had been planning o
doing. We partnered up
and as a result we were
able to pay for a lot more
then we would've if I had
continued alone. Our production is going to be sick.
The set design will blow
your mind, our lighting,
and sound will be mixed by
industry leaders. I am trying to get some kind of
download recorded at the
same time for everyone to
get later.

CFF: Do you have a
rqugh schedule of events
for the day?

Penniman· We do, volunteers get there early in
the morning. We'll be
ready to go by 2 p.m. Doors
open anytime after 2 p.m.
but officially 3 p.m. Less
Than Jake will sound check
sometime around 3:30 p.m.
Our panel of speakers will
take the stage around 4
p.m. Workshops, movies,
and more commence at 3
p.m. The music starts after
the speakers have concluded We aren't releasing the
order of bands. We really
would like people to come
out and experience as
much as possible.
I know this may be
incorwenient, but what we
are trying to do here really
does matter. You should
come out and chill with
good friends. Make a few
new ones. This is day will
be the beginning of a new
community on this campus. A community that
strives to leave the world a
little better then when we
entered it We've got to be
there from the beginning to
the end, in order to make it
happen. I hope you will
choose to as well
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SCHOLARSHIPS
The UCF Alumni Association awards
more than $40,000 in scholarships each
year to full-time UCF students
demonstrating strong academic ability
and significant extracurricular and
community involvement.
Stop by the FAIRWINDS Alumni Center
(located across the street from the
UCF Arena at 126 N. Gemini Blvd.)
to pick up an application
or download information and the form at
www.ucfalumni.com/scholarships.

•
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All applications must be received by
5 p.m. on Wednesday, March 31, 201 o.

Questions?
Call 407.UCF.ALUM (407.823.2586)
or e-mail knights@ucfalumni.com.
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Students from UCF will be able to go visit the Florida House ofRepresentatives as part of theuDay atthe Capitol."

'I

)

Trip will count as an
excused class absence
FROM Al

of Day at the Capitol is
the evening reception,
Tallahassee at 7 a.m. in which will be held on the
buses paid for by SGA, top floor of the Capitol
which is also providing building.
lunch and entry to a
'We invite all of Floricatered reception with da's leaders to attend,
legislators. SGA expects which allows students,
that the buses will return leaders, etc. the opportuto UCF ~er midnight.
nity to speak directly with
Sign-up is available in each other," Vinny Canthe SGA office on the sec- nizzaro, SGA's former
ond floor of the Student governmental
affairs
Union. Alva said that coordinator, wrote in an
more than SO students e-mail.
have signed up so far, and
Alva said the reception
there is no limit on the is a forum for discussion
amount of students who about some of the most
can attend
press~g issues students
S.GA will also verify are facing, like Bright
Day at the Capitol as an Futures reform, budget
excused absence for stu- cuts and mandatory
dents who would be health insurance.
missing class that day.
"It's a mingle-type
Students will be excused · environment where you
from class, but required can go up to a legislator,
to niake up the work that introduce yourself and
they missed at no penalty talk about what they do,"
to their grades.
Alva said: "Students can
Although students will really have a bearing on
be painting Tallahassee the things [legislators]
black and gold through- are making decisions
out the day, the highlight about::

Anya Kroytor, a junior
psychology major, went
to Day at the Capitol last
year as a member of SGA.
and said the experience
was a worthwhile one.
She will be attending this
year's Day at the Capitol,
too.
"I think whether or not
a person has any political
aspirations, it is still
important to know what's
going on in our government," she said.
In addition to spending the day with Florida's
legislators, Kroytor said
Day at the Capitol gives
students a chance to
interact with campus
leaders.
"Not only are students
able to get a firsthand
look at what's going on in
Tallahassee, but they're
able to meet and spend
the day with the people
working in our SGA and
gain insight into what's
going on at UCF by working with them," Kroytor
said.

"
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Scholarship available for science majors
JOHN MURPHY
Staff Writer

Budding scientists who
attend UCF may have a
chance to put their skills to
the test through the Beckman Scholars Program, a
guided research opportunity geared toward helping
students build experience
in their particular field of
study.
The primary duty of a
Beckman Scholar is to conduct an independent
research project under the
guidance of a faculty mentor. Mentors help to teach
the motivated students and
assist them in their efforts
to research and gather new
information.
"Being a mentor is an
enormous opportunity and
responsibility,"
said
Stephen Kuebler, associate
professor of chemistry and
optics at UCF. ·~ faculty

mentor gets to work oneon-one with fantastically
bright
undergraduates,
teaching them the methods
of science, and discovering
new things in their mutual
field during the research
training experience."
Students
who
are
accepted into the Beckman
Scholars Program will also
receive a $19,300 scholarship.
The deadline to apply
for the program is March 15.
The program is open to
chemistry, biology, or micro
and molecular biology
majors with two years of
their undergraduate studies
remaining. The student
must maintain a high overall GPA, a high GPA in their
major and be prepared to
make a two-year commitment to participate in intensive
undergraduate
research with an approved
Beckman faculty mentor.

The expected graduation
date for this year's applicants cannot exceed spring
of 2010 to allow for sufficient time to complete the
program.
Research that the student conducts is expected
to be publication-quality
work. Scholars receive
training in the oral and written communication of their
work. fu addition, scholars
will attend workshops and
classes designed to provide
them with a more expansive view of the research
community. Scholars will
also have opportunities for
one-on-one interactions
with UCF and visiting faculty on a regular basis.
"It is also a great responsibility because the mentor
passes down the techniques
of science through formal
instruction, but also informally through example,"
Kuebler said

Kevin Belfield, professor
of chemistry and optics at
UCF and chair of the Beckman Scholars Program
committee, said that the
competition in pursuing the
award is fierce, but that the
opportunity gained by the
student who is awarded the
scholarship warrants that
aggressive spirit among
applicants.
''The program only provides support for a limited
number of students, thus,
competition for the coveted
awards is substantial,"
Belfield said ''The credentials and determination of
potential Beckman Scholars are expected to be high
as well"
Beckman Scholars must
attend workshops to hone
their·skills in multiple areas
and prepare them for a professional
environment.
Writing and presentation
skills, ethics of research and

professional behavior, how
to find support for graduate
education and preparing for
graduate school are all topics that are discussed in
these workshops.
''The ultimate goal of the
Beckman Scholars Program
is to engage a select group
of promising young scientists with an intensive,
holistic research experience that will provide them
with the necessary training
for post-baccalaureate success," said Kenneth Teter,
assistant professor of micro
and molecular biology.
Applicants to the program will be scrutinized
and chosen based on a twotiered selection process.
The first round is to have
their applications accepted
by the committee, which
comprises five professors
from various fields of study
under the bigger umbrella
of science. The second

phase of the process is an
interview of the student
''We look for wellrounded, articulate students with an obvious inter.est in research and a strong
work ethic." Teter said
To apply for the Beckman Scholars Program, stu-.
dents must provide a
resume, their latest degree
audit, a research proposal
and a one-page statement
that details their academic
and personal goals and how
the Beckman scholarship
will help them reach these
goals.
Finally, they need to set
up a meeting with a Beckman Scholars faculty mentor and obtain a letter of
support from one who has
agreed to be their mentoi:
Application materials
must be delivered to
Mihaela Cohanoschi, in
Room 117 of the Chemistry
building.
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Get Your Own MiCash®
Prepaid MasterCard®
The Preferred Alternative to a Credit Card
•
•
•
•
•

Applying is Fast and Easy
No Credit Checks or Co-Signers
Free Direct Deposit
No Bank Account Required
You or Your Parents Can Put
Money on the Card Several Ways

Apply for FREE at www.MiCashCard.com
Ot apply by phone, toll free 1-866-642-2741 M-F 9-5 Eastern
Must be 18 or older to apply.

The MICash® Prepaid MasterCard® Is issued by MetaBank™ purauant to a license by MasterCard International Incorporated.

WHAT'S HAPPENING ON CAMPUS?
I

LIFE IS A HIGHWAY; ENJOY THE RIDE!

SDAY 3/18/10:
5:30 - 9:30pm VUCF presents Sandwiches
and Conversation. RSVP to:
.vucf_hunger@mail.ucf.edu.
7pm MSC presents "Do You Think You
Can Dance?" A cultural dance competition
with a special guest performance!
Pegasus Ballroom

TUESDAY 3/16/10:

7pm SGA Senate Meeting. SU 218
9pm CAB Presents "Couples Retreat."
Free screening.
UCF Alumni Center

In trouble? Need to consult with an
attorney? SGA has got you covered
with Student Legal Services. Check it
out at Ferrell Commons, 55 or log onto
http://www.stulegal.sdes.ucf.edu/

•

•
•

•

9:30am - 2pm VUCF presents
A Day at Camp. E-mail
vucf_youth@mail.ucf.edu.

Monday 3/15/10:
Color Swap Day

3pm CAB presents G.reen Waves Music
Festival. Headliner "Less than Jake."
Support environmental awareness and
sustainability. Memory Mall

www.KoRT.GetinvolvedUCF. m
Due next Monday, March 22 at n on.

c,

Tuesday 3/16/10:
Philanthropy Day (Boys and Girls Club)
Wednesday 3/17/10:
Yardshow (Arena Plaza)

...

Thursday 3.18/10:
10am - 2pm Risk Management Expo SU
7pm Stroll Competition (VAB 132)

•

GREEK WEEK

9pm Late Knights in Paradise. Free food,
fun and giveaways! Visit
www.ucflateknights.com. SU

Saturday 3/20/10:
7 - 11pm Greek Extravaganza Arena

SATURDAY 3/20/10:

Sunday 3/21/10:
11am-3pm Greek Games, La~e Claire
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm Greek BBQ, Lake Claire

8 - 11am VUCF presents ORLANDO LAKE
CLEANUP. Bring water, closed-toed shoes,
and sunscreen. RSVP to:
VUCF_Animals@mail.ucf.edu.

1 - 4pm VUCF presents UPWARD BOUND
SPRING rAIR. Show underprivileged high
Have the beststudent org? lle$t Qfum?
Best event? Ap' life>t KoKrs annual
· L school kids UCF opportunities. Contact:
mail.ucf.edu. Lake Claire
Student Organ.izat1 n. a.ward,B, .t:e®gnizµ_,.g vu~
the best of the best in 9 ~ egories:
Applications are available t ,.

ca

8am. MSC presents KappaD~lta sK
Shamrock Run. Support Children's Home
Society and Prevent Child Abuse.
Kappa Delta house
DIVERSIFIED GREEK COUNCIL
FOUNDERS WEEK:

f.TEDNESDAY 03/1710:

7pm MSC Movie Knight: We Were
Soldiers. Free pizza and film screening.
Brooklyn Pizza

/10.

FRIDAY 3/19/10:

7pm MSC presents Tribute to the Troops:
Past and Present. Featuring surviving
12:30 - 3:15pm VUCF presents
- BABYSITTING AT BETA. Must have
Navajo Code Talkers.
attended a Beta Breakfast. RSVP to:
Fairwinds Alumni Center
VUCF_domestic@mail.ucf.edu.
2 - 5pm VUCF present Recess
at Orlando Day Nursery. E-mail
vucf_youth@mail.ucf.edu for special
instructions.

SUND Yr /2

Office of Student Involvement
Division of St_u dent Development
and Enrollment Services
For ADA accommodations, contact OSI
Contact info:
Student Union, Room 208
P.O. Box 163245
Phone: (407) 823-6471
Email: osi@mail.ucf.edu
Website: www.getinvolveducf.com
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Senior OF Chris Duffy pounded out three homeruns and 10 RBI in UCF's doubleheader against Hartford Saturday and went 3for 3 with an RBI in Sunday's 24-4 win as the Knights took two of three vs. the Hartford Hawks.

Offensive explosion fuels series win
WILLIAM PERRY
Sports Editor

For the second straight game, the
Knights exploded with a huge first
inning, outdoing Saturday's IO-run
first against Hartford with an ll-run
barrage en route to closing out the
Hawks 24-4 to take two of three
games at Jay Bergman Field this
weekend.
In that explosive first, the
Knights (9-7) wrapped 10 hits and
got a grand slam from Derek
Luciano, who returned to the lineup
Saturday after not playing since Feb.
21.
But the Knights weren't done

there.
They tacked on three more runs
the following inning, three more in
the fourth and another in the fifth to
take a commanding 18-1 lead on
Hartford (2-2). Luciano and Shane
Brown each had a solo shot in the
fourth and Darnell Sweeney added
one of his own in the fifth. Luciano
ended the day 3 for 3 with 6 RBI
with two homeruns and was 7 for 12
with 8 RBI in the series.
The Hawks posted lone runs in
the sixth, seventh and eighth but
still trailed 18-4 and just when it
looked as though the Knights were
content with their 18 runs after posting a scoreless sixth and a scoreless

Sp-,..,- :.=r:::~s·

seventh, they added six more runs
in the eighth for good measure.
Every UCF player that got an at
bat posted a hit, including subs, and
nine Knights in all ended the day
with at least two hits.
In the three games combined,
UCF hammered 10 homeruns, collected 64 hits and crossed home 57
times, but at the same time allowed
25 runs in the series.
Though Nick Cicio did deliver a
solid outing in the start to pick up
his second win of the year. Cicio
went 5.2 innings, allowing two
earned runs on seven hits while
striking out eight.
Saturday, the Knights split a doubleheader with the Hartford, falling
12-ll in game one but rebounding to
PLEASE SEE

BY THE NUMBERS

8

Chris Taladay crossed home plate eight
times in the Knights' doubleheader vs.
Hartford Saturday.

9

Chris Duffy hit three homeruns Saturday,
moving his season total to nine, already
three more than he had all of last season.

10

Chris Duffy totaled 10 RBI in UCF's
doubleheader,seven of which came in the
second game when the Knights started off
the game with a 10-run first inning.

TEN-RUN ON A11

I Ba e al

Signee Jose let go : Men fall to No. 21 UTEP
MEN'S BASKETBALL S4 I UTEP 76
from scholarship
RYAN BASS
Sports Editor

UCF releases football signee

•
•

Jose Jose was released
from his scholarship with
the UCF football team Monday due to a violation of
team guidelines and player
conduct.
"I have decided to release
Jose Jose from his scholarship at UCF due to expected
player conduct rules and
guidelines that have b'een
established by UCF and the
UCF football program." said
head football coach George
O'Leary.
Jose, who was one of 23
newcomers in UCF's 2010
signing class, was arrested
Friday on weapons charges,
according to a report by the
Orlando Sentinel.
Jose was charged with
aggravated assault with a
firearm and carrying a
concealed firearm and was
booked into the Dade
County jail Friday morning.
He was one of five
recruits from Miami Central
High School who signed
with UCF just more than a

REMOVED RECRUIT

Jose Jose was
released by UCF,
stemming from
gun charges.

month ago.
-ASHLEY CARNIFAX

Men~tennis
The Knights grabbed a 43 victory over Wmthrop last
Sunday in Atlanta and bring
a 6-3 record into today's
match against Princeton.
The Eagles nearly took
down the Knights but Claudio Romano delivered a
clutch victory to clinch the
match for UCF.
Romano knocked off
Nadav Ruppin for a 7-6 (3), 46, 6-3 triumph. Romano's singles win was the fourth for
PL£ASE SEE

COWARD ON A11

The second round of
the Conference USA tournament plated the UCF
men's basketball team
against top-seeded UTEP,
but unfortunately for the
Knights that would be last
team they would face all
season.
UCF fell 76-54 to No. 21
UTEP at the BOK Center
in Tulsa, Okla. on Thursday, ending their season on
a sour note and falling
under .500 for the season at
15-17.
The Miners used a 28point halftime lead to make
sure the Knights couldn't
claw their way back into
the game. UCF turned the
ball over 12 times in that
opening frame, which led
to 15 points for UTEP.
"They really exposed us
a lot and when there was
pressure it seemed like all
of our weaknesses came
out," UCF freshman forward Keith Clanton said in
a press release. "We have
to learn to do a better job of
handling the pressure from
a team like this."

KEVIN HARRIS / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Isaac Sosa was the only Knight to score in double figures in both ofUCF's C-USA
tourney games. Despite his efforts, UCF's season ended with a loss to No.21 UTEP.

Despite a team-high 12
points from freshman
Keith Clanton, the young
Knights couldn't overcome
a deficit out of the gate.
UTEP jumped out to a 15-3
lead to begin the game and
led by as many as 31 points
throughout.
UTEP eventually made
it to the C-USA Champi-

•

A L L GAMES FREE FOR STUDENTS W I TH UCF I D

onship game, but fell 81-73
to Houston. It is the
Cougars first NCAA birth
inl8years.
The Knights were hoping for the best after an
exciting 69-53 win over
SMU in the first round of
the tournament.
PLEASE SEE

WOMEN ON A13
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Tough choice or not releasing Jose sends the right message
Growing up, my mom
had a small list of things I
wasn't supposed to do: play
ball in the house, do drugs
or mess with guns.
Outside of that, I was
pretty much free to do whatever I wanted and yeah, I
broke the rules. So, I played
ball in the house, big deal
I had enough common
sense not to do the other
two. But apparently many of

WILLIAM PERRY
Sports Editor

the athletes who continue to
find themselves in trouble

with the law didn't get that
memo.
It really doesn't seem like
that hard of a concept and
by know you would think
athletes, college or pro,
would have learned not to
play with guns - insert
Plaxico Burress as a recent
example - but once again,
another one bites the dust
Jose Jose, one of23
recruits in UCF's 2010 sign-

COLLEGE NIGHT
- MARCH 12TH AND 26TH7PM-10PM
$1 Hot Dogs, Fries, Soda, and Popcorn

7PM-9PM
$1 domestic drafts.

151 100 STUDENTS RECEIVE A
MYSTERY BETTING VOUCHER
Worth s2 - s, 00 (with student id)
Live Matinees Mon, Wed, Fri, & Sat 12:1 S pm.
Live Evenings Fri and Sat 7:1 S pm
Full Bar and Fabulous Dining

WWW.SANF0RD0RLAND0KC.C0M I 407-831-1600
301 DOG TRACK RD LONGWOOD, FL

(NORTH OF ORLANDO - OFF HWY 17-92)

ing class and arguably one
of the highest-profile
recruits to ever sign with
the Knights, was the latest
to shoot himself in the
foot - well, not literally
but somewhat.
Last Friday, Jose, 18,
was charged with carrying
a concealed firearm and
aggravated assault with a
firearm and was subsequently released from his
scholarship with the
Knights on Monday.
Jose was one of five
players from Miami Central High School to sign
with the Knights. He first
committed to Tennessee
but decommitted after
Lane Killin left for USC,
then committed to USF,
only to sign with UCF on
National Signing Day.
UCF hoped to develop
the 6-foot-3, 340 pound
high school offensive lineman into a defensive tackle, but was not about to
stand for Jose's lapse in
judgment.
''I have decided to
release Jose Jose from his
scholarship at UCF due to
expected player conduct
rules and guidelines that
have been established by
UCF and the UCF football
program." head coach
George O'Leary said in
released statement last
week.
Put whatever opinion
you have ofUCF and
coach 0'1.eary aside and
take a second to applaud
this move.
Instead of some vague
typical answer that many
coaches have given about
how they want to wait for
the legal process to run its
course - an answer that
is by far way overused UCF acted quickly on the
matter and got rid of the
problem, regardless ofthe
fact of whether they
thought Jose would one
day be a star.
It's the kind of message

college athletes need,
showing no player is
untouchable.
Of late, any time UCF
athletics have been in the
mainstream news has
been in times of controversy - the recent
recruiting violations, the
Marcus Jordan shoe debacle, the Ereck Plancher
case - that it couldn't
afford another blemish on
its name.
UCF had to make this
move to save face and to
set a precedent for players
and the consequences of
getting in trouble with law.
This sort of thing should
not be tolerated and obviously by UCFs stance on
Jose's case, will not be tolerated by the university.
' But let's go back to the
issue about setting an
example by bringing the
hammer down on Jose.
In order to set a message that wielding guns or
getting in trouble with the
law is unacceptable; consistency in punishment
must follow suit.
The University of Oregon and other major college football programs
sure can't say that.
In recent months, Oregon has had a number of
players who have had runins with the law, most
notably star Q!3 Jeremiah
Masoli and star RB
LaMicheal James.
Before Masoli pled
guilty to second-degree
burglary in the theft of a
pair of laptops and a guitar Friday, Head Coach
Chip Kelly played the
whole "we'll let the legal
process run its course"
card and said something
similar before James pled
guilty to a misdemeanor
harassment charge stemming from an incident
with his former girlfriend
Both Masoli and James
have been suspended for
the 2010 season but

nonetheless were
retained.
Yet, Oregon WR
Jamere Holland was dismissed from the team
after posting vulgar comments and criticizing
Kelly on Facebook
Tell me how that
seems fair?
There's obviously an
issue there but that's at
least not the case for UCR
Inconsistent punishment brings about a whirlwind of negative publicity.
and Oregon has already
seen spme of that backlash.
But what it also does is
say that if you're a star
player you can get away
with just about anything
and continue to do the
thing you love most but if
you're just the average
guy, its "see you later."
Which just adds to athletes thinking that sometimes, maybe even all the
time, that they are
untouchable or something. But maybe, just
maybe, using Jose as an
example will help them
learn.
Universities can't just
have college athletes running around with guns. I
mean, it might just be me,
but that doesn't sound .
safe.
To all college athletes
who think they can do
whatever they want
Wakeup.
This stuff doesn't fly. It
is a privilege to play
amongstthebestofthe
best and should be treated
as such.
Hopefully, with UCF's
no tolerance policy, young
athletes will start to get
· the message that if they
screw up, they will be
gone.
So listen to your mother, she might know a thing
or two.
And ifyou don't listen
to yours, listen to mine.
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Ten-run first inning helps UCF romp Hartford
FROM

·,

A9

just got to keep it going
throughout the season
romp the Hawks 22-9 in and do whatever I can do
the nightcap.
to help this team win,''
Friday night's game said Duffy in a press
was postponed due to release. "I'm just trying to
heavy rain, setting up Sat- keep things simple at the
urday's doubleheader.
plate, it's nothing magical.
Chris Duffy pounded And I've matured as a hitthree homeruns to move ter too, the more pitches
his season total to nine you see you're able to
through just 15 games develop into a good hitafter having six all of last ter."
year, while totaling 10 RBI
But Duffy wasn't the
on the day. Seven of only Knight to have a big
Duffy's RBI came in the day at the plate. Chris Talnightcap, the second such aday scored eight runs,
time he has had seven RBI was 8 for 10 with three
in a game this season.
RBI and picked up his 2nd
"I knew I had the homerun of the year,
potential to have this suc- while Brown and Luciano
cess at the plate, but I've each had two hits in both

games.
In the first game, the
Hawks jumped out to 3-1
lead but the Knights went
ahead 5-3 with a four-run
fifth when Duffy and Beau
Taylor each knocked out a
solo shot off of Hawk's
starter Chris Greiner.
However, the Hawks
responded with a big
inning of their own, ·picking up six runs to take a 93 lead in the bottom halfof
the next inning, only to
have the Knights answer
that with another four run
inning.
But in the eighth Hartford tacked on three runs
and held on for the 12-11
win.In the second game,

the Knights exploded
with a 10 run first inning
that buried the Hawks,
who despite scoring nine
runs, were never able to
fully recover.
Hartford starter Steve
Sobocinski walked the
first four batters of the
game and the Knights
took full advantage.
Surprisingly Sobocinski lasted three innings,
allowing 12 runs, yet only
four of which were
earned
The Hawks got within
12-9 but the Knights
tacked on 10 more runs
from the fifth to eighth
innings to end their six
game losing streak.

GEORGE OEHL /
CENTRAL FLORIDA

FUTURE

Coward falls short of NCAA final
A9

in the 60-meter hurdles at
the NCAA Indoor Track
the Knights, who found and Field Championships
themselves down a point in Fayetteville, Ark., howafter the Eagles took two ever, she was unable to
of three in doubles.
advance past Friday's
"I can't · say enough qualifying rounds.
about Claudio's heart
Coward, an All-Ameritoday," UCF head coach can in 2009, posted a time
Bobby Cashman said of of8.29 seconds, ultimately
Romano, who fought finishing
seven-hunthrough injury to win. dredths of a second shy of
''With the match on the advancing to the final.
line, he elevated his play to
''Jackie got off to a good
clinch the match."
start but hit the second
Marc Rocafort defeat- hurdle and could not
ed Sergey Belov (7-5, 2-6, recover." Head coach
6-4). Brock Sakey cruised Caryl Smith Gilbert said in
to a 6-3, 6-2 win over a press release. "Short
Diego Toledo and Blaze hurdles is a volatile race
Schwartz took down and those things happen.
Dejon Bivens, 6-3, 6-2 in We will not have any Alladdition to Romano's win. Americans in the indoor
Sakey and Romano season but will get back to
topped Bivens and Liran · work on Monday and look
Levy, 8-3 to pick up UCF's forward to the outdoor
lone doubles win.
season."
-WILLIAM PERRY
Teammate Tiki James a
fellow All-American, was
Women's track and field
injured during warm-ups
For the second straight and unable to start the
season, UCF sophomore third heat. She was sitting
Jackie Coward competed in fifth place prior to the
FROM

UNNERSI1Y
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
CENTER
"The Doctor Is Always In"

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.
11550 University Blvd.• Orlando, FL32817

407-282-2044
CfF ARCHIV!:

aaudio Romano daimed the match-clinching win to help UCF beat Winthrop 4-3.

injury.
"Tiki rolled her ankle
in the warm-ups and
unfortunately did not get
to run,'' Smith Gilbert said

UCF begins its outdoor
season Saturday, March 20
when the Knights host the
Black & Gold Challenge.
- DANNY AIELLO

Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

UniversityWalkin.com
Most Insurances Accepted

(located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)

All
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oftball

Knights split C-USA opener with Memphis
CARLOS PINEDA
Staff Writer

Effective pitching and
clutch hitting allowed the
UCF softball team to open
the Conference USA slate
with a split in its doubleheader with Memphis Saturday.
UCF (14-10, 1-1 C-USA)
used a third inning comeback in game two to defeat
Memphis (ll-8, 1-1 C-USA) 21 after losing 1-0 in the first
game.
Friday night's game was
postponed due to heavy
rain, setting up Saturday's
doubleheader.
The Knights trailed 1-0 in
the top of the first inning in
the second game, but in the
third, the UCF bats finally
woke up with one out.
Sophomore Natalie Land hit
a single to right-center field
and later stole second base.
Land said after the game
that she is finally hitting her
stride at the plate after struggling to start the season.
''I struggled a little bit hitting at the beginning of th!!
season," Land said in a press

release. ''But I think I have
finally found my groove.
Every time I step into the
batter's box, I just feel comfortable now.''
Senior Hillary Barrow
was hit by a pitch with a runner in scoring position, setting things up for freshman
first
baseman Arielle
Palafox.
Palafox delivered for the
Knights, with a 2-RBI double to left center field, scoring Land and Barrow to give
the Knights a 2-1 lead
Palafox said that she had
a good feeling about her at
bat in the third inning before
stepping up to the plate.
''When we went down by
a run after the first inning, I
knew I needed to do something to give the team a
spark," Palafox said in a
press release.
Junior pitcher Ashley
Schmitt picked up her second win in a UCF uniform
after delivering seven solid
innings ofwork while allowing only one unearned run
on one hit.
''With it being my first
Conference USA game, I

was a little nervous,"
Schmitt said in a press
release. "But, everyone in
the field was working their
hardest behind me, so I
knew that I was going to be
okay.''
Aside from the third
inning heroics, the UCF batters faced difficult times at
the plate, striking out nine
times in the game.
The first game featured a
scoreless duel through five
innings before the Tigers
took a 1-0 lead in the sixth.
Keanah Prestridge led
things offby drawing a walk.
Alex Marshall came into the
game to pinch run and
advanced to second base on
a wild pitch.
After moving to third on
a single, Marshall crossed
home plate for the game's
only score.
Senior pitcher Ashleigh
Cole took the loss, dropping
to 9-5 on the season. Lacking
runs has become a common
theme when Cole has been
in the circle, often resulting
in taking close losses with
no offensive support.
Cole went the distance,

..

BVTHE NUMBERS
1.31
Ashleigh Cole has a131 ERA on
the year despite being 9-5.

l

2

f

Ashley Schmitt won her second
game in aKnight uniform on
Saturday night over Memphis.

8-0
The Knights are undefeated this
season when holding alead after
the fourth inning.

pitching seven innings,
allowing one earned run on
five hits, while striking out
seven Memphis hitters.
''I was really proud ofthe
way the team battled back to
win the second game today,''
head coach Renee LuersGillispie said in a press .
release. "However, we need
our offense to do a better job
of backing up our pitchers
because they have been conCff ARCHIVE
sistently performing well in Senior pitcher Ashleigh Cole took a 1--0 loss in the first game of UCF's
the circle for us:'
doubleheader vs. Memphis Saturday, dropping Cole to 9-5 on the season.
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Florida Area

407 •704-8911

Ask about our UCF Discounted Rates!

6367 East Colonial Drive
5001 Sand Lake Rd
2150 W. Colonial Dr.

11651 University Boulevard
407-513-9000
www.residenceinn.com/mcore

• $

•99 Fully Equipped Suites

Free oil change by logging onto

dealerdirecttrans ..com ·

• Complimentary Full Breakfast Buffet

We know how to take care of our customers. Give us acall 1011 your

•Complimentary Social Hour

OOillLll:HillmllifmJD O OOillill1Il1JllThfilB[]i113 ~ ill [illiJ ~ g g
-llil[Wl-~Mffilil(IDJ!j!L

M·TH 6:00pm • 7:30pm

•Daily Housekeeping Service
• Outdoor Pool, Jacuzzi &Sportscourt
•High Speed Internet Access

41 .

SMILE! EVERYBODY'S LOOKING AT YOU

Invisalign® Special Event
Thursday, March 18th S:qOpm ~ 8:00pm

•

Dr. Oav1d Lich will be providing lnvisalign treatment consultations to answer your
questions <1bout Invisalign treatment, the clear W'dY ro straighten teeth. If you have
wondered if lnvisalign is right for you, ask the scheduling coordinator to schedule you
for an appointment for this special event

•

For eligible* lnvisalign Special Event patients:
$250 off your lnvisalign treatment
Complimentary con ~ultation
Complimentary records (x-rays, phom~, impressions, etc.)
Space is limited to the first l Oappointmen ts,
*Ask the scheduling coordinator ahout lnvisalign Special Event
patient eligibility.

invisalign

ft Lach

INVEST ·IN YOUR FUTURE
Expert. loc1I.. Afford1llll1.

"

OR~

Dr. Da\'ld Lll<:h
L1ch Orrh,:-fontic:s

UCF TEST PREP

4l50 AL'lfaya Tmil, !:iultr IS~Ovicdo, FL JZ765 (407) 278-8819
www.b.ch•C1nho.c,)m

www. testprep.u cf. edu
407.882.TEST
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Women fall to Tulane,
end season in tourney

•
fl

FROM A9

UCF knocked down 26
field goals on 23 assists to
the tune of 54.5 percent
shooting on Wednesday
night and got a combined
29 points from Isaac Sosa
and Taylor Young in the
win.
The win marked just
the second C-USA tournament win for the
Knights in school history.

C-USA TOURNAMENT NOTABLES
FALLING IN SECOND

TURNOVER TALES

Both men's and women's
basketball fell in the second
round of their respective (-USA
tournaments.

The women forced Marshall into
27 turnovers in the opening
round, which tied for fourth most
ever in aC-USA tourney game.

NOT SO MINER PROBLEMS

CLANTON CAN

The men struggled to contain
UTEP in the opening half, falling
behind 15-3 to open the game
and by 28 points at the half.

Keith Clanton finished his
freshman year averaging a
respectable 9.7 points per game
and 6.8 rebounds per game.

Women's Basketball
Aisha Patrick's runner
at the buzzer fell short as
the UCF women's basketball team couldn't topple
top-seeded Tulane on
Tuesday, falling 63-62 in
the second round of the
C-USA tournament.
UCF (11-16) held the
lead with 60 seconds left
in the game, but errors
and mistakes down the
stretch put the Knights
trailing with a chance to
knock down the winner at
_the buzzer, but it fell short.
The Knights led by as
many as 11 in the first half,

.

but came out lackadaisical
in the second period and
fell behind. A 21-10 rally
mid way through the second period allowed the
Green Wave to tie it at 59
and set up the last-minute
finish.
As was the case with
the men, the women
pulled out an exhilarating
win in the opening round
of the tourney.
Clutch plays from
Chelsea Wiley and success at the free-throw line
helped the Knights pull
out a 59-57 win over Mar-

shall in overtime on Monday.
·
Emma Cannon's two
free throws with 42 ticks
left in ar broke a 53-53 tie,
enabling UCF to squeak
out ·a win. Cannon registered eight points along
with seven rebounds in
the victory.
The Knights led by 10
points at the half and were
able to continue to fight in
the second period due in
large part to Marshall's 27
turnovers, which tied for
fourth most ever in a CUSA tournament game.

•

We Don't See ACrust.
We See ACanvas.
Approved Caterer of UC~.
free Appetizer for IJ(f students on Tuesddys.

Waterford Lakes Town Center

"

Across from Barnes fr Hobie

407.384.5689
. www.cpk.com
. Ont of/tr ptr chtck, ptr visit. Not to bt combined with ilny othtr offtr.
$10 minimum purchilse rtquirtd. Vil/id up to $8.99. Must show U(f ID.

The UCF Dental Center is your on-campus resource for
preventive. restorative ond cosmetic dental services.. The
state-of-the-art facility features wireless headphones
ond a ffatscreen television to help you relax cluring your
exam.. 1he some monitor is used to provide a virtual tour
of ytNr mouth using an introorol m1nera.. Our focus is on
patient education. serving the dental needs of our
patients ond creating a positive clenlal experience..

•
•
•
•

Registered-UCF studatlls ma use lhe Denlol Center for
pretH!llliwe. reslmcti• end cmmetit denlcl .services
-i egOilf~ of de111to1I inswanm caweroge.. ChargM me
less tlncm ib the local CDIIIIIIIUlityfomlty end Skrff ore also welcome..
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OUR STANCE

UCF students share their Spring Break experience
},

Leave videos for·
YouTube stars
T

ufts University is now
allowing its applicants
to submit videos with
their SAT scores and GPA
Despite our love for
smart phones, online classes
and almost all things digital,
we don't agree with the
optional video portion as
part of the college application packet.
Unless the student is
applying for a field that
requires expertise in creating videos, then the submission of one seems like a
waste of time.
A live interview with an
applicant through Skype or
similar software programs
would allow admissions officers to get a feel for students
for free.
Creating a video is not
taught as a part ofregular
high school curriculum.
Even though the video is
optional, it puts additional
and unnecessary stress on
people.
Students could be bothered with the task oflearning how to design, shoot and
edit a video opposed to
studying for their next test.
The entire thing could
easily end up a popularity
contest, too. The most visited site for homemade
videos, YouTube, is clearly

driven not by the quality of
the videos submitted but by
the popularity of them. Getting into college should not
be on the same level as
Internet fame. It should be
above it - with rigorous
requirements such as high
SAT and GPA scores.
A quality video could easily be obtained without extra
time and energy from the
student - if they are willing
to pay. With the introduction
of SAT study courses, students have been able to pay
to learn tips and techniques
that are promised to deliver
a higher score. Google has
about 617,000 results when
you search the phrase "SAT
study courses," which proves
how attractive aiding college-bound kids is as a business.
Nothing is stopping more
experienced videographers
from providing financially
prepared students a quality
product. This will allow students with more money an
unfair advantage since they
can simply purchase a quality video.
At least free study guides
for the SAT can be found
online and at libraries. The
tools for creating a video,
such as the camera and editing software, are not free,

nor are videographers.
In addition to the unnecessary strains the video
process would put on students, the attempt to make
the college application
process more digital would
do the same thing to college
admissions officers.
Most colleges and universities have and are still dealing with tremendous budget
cuts. Piling on more projects,
such as viewing and judging
videos, to admissions officers is unfair, and for some,
useless.
Kathleen Kingsbury, an
education reporter for The
Daily Beast Web site, talked
with National Public Radio
about how most college
admissions officers aren't
even thinking about the role
videos play in the application process.
She explained that
because colleges are being
flooded with applicants,
especially at public universities, that scores and grades
matter most this year.
Although it was nice for
Tufts to attempt to make the
college application process
more updated, a video portion of the college application packet would be difficult to implement and
ultimately unnecessary.

Day at Capitol
could kill cuts
W

e are attending
UCF's annual Day
at the Capitol on
Wednesday, March 24, and
so should you.
The event, which is sponsored by the Student Government Association, is free
to all UCF students and is
an opportunity to learn how
the Florida Legislature
works and the role it plays
in your education.
The all-day event, expected to start at 7 a.m. and end
near midnight, is your
chance to become more
involved with your school.
Even if you have no
desire to be part of on campus political organizations,
like Students for a Democratic Society, College Democrats, College Republicans or
the Young Communist
League, you should care
about the effect that Florida
politicians have on your
future.
The $77.2 million dollars

ON UCFNEWS.COM

that has been cut from
UCF's budget over th~ past
few years has already had an
effect on your education.
The loss of funds either
eliminated the program you
were enrolled in, increased
your class sizes or pushed
some of your courses online.
Future cuts to education,
which are happening across
the country, could cause the
same situation again this
year.
Only a handful of students rallied against future
budget cuts in front of Millican Hall on March 4. The
event was part of a nationwide protest against proposed cuts to educational
funding. If you attended the
rally, and especially if you
did not, you should join
SGA on UCF's annual Day
at the Capitol next week to
express your opinions on
educational affairs.
In addition to discussions
on budget cuts, legislators

are expected to address
other pressing topics such
as Bright Futures reform and
mandatory health insurance
for students at public universities.
Speaking with these
politicians gives you the
power to play a role in the
future of Florida's education.
Regardless of your opinion on budget cuts, health
insurance or Bright Futures,
it won't be heard without
some effort on your part.
And if you aren't the letterwriting type, this event is
the perfect place for you to
voice your concerns.
Even if you know nothing
about the legislative process
or the current educational
issues the politicians will be
discussing, you should
attend UCF's Day at the
Capitol.
At the very least you will
learn something, which is
the whole point of being in
college.

WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

amount of gas, usually 71.2 cubic feet, and
to tum to exit after using no more than l/3
of their gas supply. Furthermore, they use
guidelines and carry a minimum of three
Hope the student got out of jail and the lights. Unfortunately, free diving does not
charges drop. at least their teacher grade it usually allow for or follow these rules, makso i hope that proves that it wasn't meant to ing free diving in a cave much more danscare people. but a point to the arrested vic- gerous than "real" cave diving with scuba
tim don't leave things that look like bombs equipment.
This death is incredibly tragic, even
on your front seat ;(
more so because it was easily preventable.
- SET MATTHEW PYE FREE! Anyone interested in cave diving safety or
with questions about how to be safe diving
in the springs and rivers of Florida, which
often have caves, should come to a KnightDiver's meeting. The Scuba Dive Club at
UCF exists to help students enjoy our
Other news agencies are reporting that
underwater world safely, to prevent accithe diver was free diving, ie, with a snorkel, dents such as this from ending a student's
without any sort of underwater breathing
life much too soon.
apparatus.
My thoughts and prayers go out to all
Cave diving is an extreme sport with
invo1ved in this terrible accident, may you
many rules for survival. Cave divers are
rest in peace Joe!
taught not to enter a cave without a certain
- MICHAEL

Student arrested for allegedly
making fake bomb for class

Student dies while diving in
underwater cave
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Nick says:
Word to the wisel
don't shave your
beard after you
get a bad sun burn

Pete says:
I discovered and
became addicted to
Chatroulette....
some things_
cannot be unseen

Russel says:
Went to Mexico,
can't remember
much, not even
sure how I got on

my flight home
ZACH GREATHOUSE / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

This little piggy got
schooled on manners
What's your worst
bowl being taken away
nightmare, boys? Wait
from him.
don't tell me, I already
We were told to
know. lt's being at dinleave our bread on the
ner with the most beaubread plate, which was
tiful, most intelligent
to the top left of our
woman in the state,
place setting. Mrs.
while simultaneously
Bergstrom told us we
having an old woman
were not allowed to
point out - in front of
pick the bread up off
her - everything you
our plate. We must
LACY PAPADEAS
Guest Columnist
are doing wrong
break off a small piece
throughout the entire
while it is still touching
dinner, right?
the plate, butter it on the plate,
Well, this is exactly what hapand then pick it up to eat it. .
pened to all my fellow male classThis confused us all.
mates in the Progress Energy
Me not as much as the boys
Leadership Institute last Friday
because I wasn't paying attention
afternoon.
as much. I was in a world of my
own. I get so sincerely happy
We arrived at the Citrus Club
in downtown Orlando, 18th floor,
about bread and softened butter
about 2 p.m. We all dressed in our that nothing, including the possibility of having someone yell at
own interpretation of business
appropriate, which for us apparme if I touch it wrong, can take
ently meant a wide range of cloth- away my joy.
ing - as was pointed out during
My only fear at that particular
dinner. We sat at a beautifully set
moment in time was what I was
table in our own private room
going to do when I used up the
butter golf ball on my second bite;
overlooking the city.
Our special guest, Miss Florida I needed lots more butter. I heard
USA, was introduced. She is an
the kid two down from me suggesting quietly to himself that he
alumna of UCF, and of our Leadership Institute, and caused all the was going to break it up into tiny
pieces all at one time, butter them
boys in the room to go into panic
all, and then begin to eat them like
mode.
She is gorgeous, and Marc, who an automobile assembly line. He
was sitting to my direct right was
seemed to think that this was not
only saving time, but also accomimmediately engaged in everything once she was introduced,
plishing the etiquette goals - it
nodding his head in agreement
wasn't.
with every statement and giggling
Mrs. Bergstrom asked us
when something clever was said.
throughout the dinner if any of us
had any questions, and because
He didn't just have a crush; he
was clearly picking out baby
she mentioned earlier that in gennames with every nod of his head. eral, you should stand up before
The "old woman," who was the you ask a question, state your
speaker for the day, was etiquette
name and the company you are
expert Barbara Bergstrom. She
with, one of the boys stood and
was completely delightful, in spite said his name followed by
of the fact that she, on the other
Progress Energy Leadership Instihand, caused everyone in the
tu_te even though no one in the
room to turn into robots. This
room was from any other compameans all of the boys were then
ny. Marc and I looked at each
panicking robots, which is as awk- other like I was the mommy and
ward as it sounds.
he the daddy and our son had just
Not because she was rude; she
said "dada" for the first time. It
was charming, telling us that she
was adorable.
could speak on etiquette for days,
Strawberry shortcake was for
that "I'm like a mosquito in a nud- dessert. It's my favorite, the perist camp. I don't know where to
fect southern biscuit. It had the
begin first," but just because we
right amount of strawberries, and
were all completely intimidated.
their delicately sweetened juice
She discussed how to break the was beginning to be soaked up. It
crust on the top of our mushroom was topped with whipped cream
soup, which we all carefully did. It and garnished with sprigs of mint.
When she began to speak about
was delicious. She then moved on
to the bowls of bread and what to
the dessert I slowly looked around
the room and noticed that everydo with them. We all began to
one else bad their strawberry
pass the bowl to our right, as
shortcake in front of them with
instructed. The bowl was passed
back on the other side of the table their dessert fork above it parallel
but the table was a U shape with
to the edge of the table, hands in
their laps waiting for Mrs.
no seating at the interior of the
Bergstrom's instruction.
bottom of the U, causing a break
I, on the other hand, had in
in the line.
front of me a bowl containing
The next person stared at the
nothing but my dirty dessert fork.
bowl because it was a good three
feet away from him, and he was
I looked up. Our eyes met; she had
too scared to reach for it. I gignoticed this at the same time that
gled, asked him if he wanted some I had, but luckily for me she is
Barbara B. Bergstrom, certified
bread, he nodded, and I reached
across and handed him the bowl.
etiquette and protocol specialist,
He was more relieved than anyand therefore knew that it would
never be polite to point out the
one should ever be about having
the fear of reaching for a bread
piggy at the table. Thank God.

The Future encourages comments from reade,s. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length.Submit them online
at www.CentmlFloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? (.all 407-447-4558.
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD
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Online 24 hrs/da.y:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
in person:

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
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Earn Extra Morey
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Elq:Jerierce ~ Traiirg
flro..ti3d. ~ 18 +OK
407-442-2656 ex. 107
Looking for extra cash? Find it in
herel
Dozens of jobs in each issue.View
and place ads online at:
www. KnightNewspapers/classified
P/T[)ogjy~ai;rocia!e
!X)Sisoor1s avct Must l..cMl Dogs.
Vet,\(emel Eicp. a pus!
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SWin lnslndJrs
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Scrod. FTif'T $11~4h'. Wi1 Trail.
(407) 699-1992.
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• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday
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Place your ad in minutes!
www.~
.comtlassifieds
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© Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains t he digits 1
throug h 9 w it h no
repeats.

Monday puzz.le:
Easy /eve/
Thursday puzz.le:
Hard /eve/

6

5

7

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD

Bm1alders Needed
FT,PT. Will Tnin. Ean $20$70
hol.lty. Call 407-792-0058.

Last room avail for clell'l, quiet
and resp. senior or !Jllduale
student il Immaculate 3,2 heme
nea- UCF. $400mo. + 1/3 utiL
No pets please. Aval asap.

200

Call 407-7l»o098.

01e IOOTI left i1 a 3.25
t::,,,,rro.Jse inAvabn, realyOOl

The City of Oviedo Is tiring
~ f o rthe 51.mmer
Season Oler 25 spots

325
350
375
400
500
600
700
800
900

SERVICES

150

Selilg Somethng? With OU' 85%
suxess rate, it's as good as g:,ne!

with a h.ge kimen and IMng
spcre. 10 nirutes from LCF.
$500 pus ulillies. AvailaJ!e
mnedately cil (ros)SC6-2433

Visit cityofoviedo.ne to apply
~

Rate
Help Wanted: General
C
Help Wanted: Part-nme C
Help Wanted: Full-Time C
BusinessOpportunities B
For Rent Homes
B
For Rent Apartments
B
A
Roommates
Sublease
A
For Sale: Hornes
B

OU'reg.B~!

SvknKids USA is OON I-frig'
Trairrg s,..,;m hstn.ros. FTif'T
$11-15 per tur .AwY orlle a
8'mnKidsUsacxrn 3 5 2 ~

llVlilabM8.501Y
~

UCF. $l95tm. 407-9249842

cksmarketing@!J11llft.com
(with resune) alln: Clv1sta.

Place your ad in minutes!
www.~.comtlassifieds

Tuilr ~ . M a ! h for
91h ga:le stJ..dent Aease cil 407002-1200 or 407-405-30071...eaw
rressage or asku Kale Fishers.

1 Bdm 1 Bath CordJ for Rert
00'.l sq1I Ga!ed Cormuiy. W/u,
catje, al cW rd. 15 rri1s from

Seeking PT studenlls to are
fer baby with special needs in
home. Flexible sclmlle w
need depel IClable, loving 111d
caring Individuals to assist
with clild's deYelopment 111d
growth. Refera1ces required,
interest in l1Ul'SUlg'pecia
(a bonus1 pays $&ff. Cal
407-230-7018 or email

Reµed. Gal 1.a:x)-7224791

100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

1m

FOR RENT:
lr;Tiffl
~ Homes

100
•

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

www.~

Place your ad in minutes!
www.Kng,tNewspapers.cxmtlassifieds

1 Bdm 1 Bath CordJ for Rert
OO'.lsq11Ga!edCarm.riy. W/u,
catje, al cW rd. 15 mils from
UCF. $l95tm. 407-e249842

.oomtlassifieds

300
2BR/1 BAf1CaGa' on aJ<IEHa::.
New 1kxllirgtape!,p 3rri
fn:xn LCF. Huge Yard Pl'c.e
rai..ced. May 407-484-6374

SUMMER JOB
Summer Jobs
'2400• Co-Ed Camp • Bght weeks
Room and Board Included Get Paid to
Playl The Rorlda Bks Youth camp (ffYC)
needs male and female Smnmer camp
Counselors ages 1B and up. ffYC Is an
overnight camp located off DI
toghway 450 In Umatlla, R..
The camp l'lllll lrom JIIIO 14th-August 7th

Located Near Campus
407-679-2700
www.studentwork.com

Please contact Krys Ragland at
800-523-1873 ext 251 or
352-455-42B7.

ACROSS
1 Month with
showers

6 Auctioned auto,
briefly
10 Journalist Nellie
13 Egypt's capital
14 Ancient Greek
district
15 Corned beef
bread
16 Kids' game with
an "it"
18 Nest egg Item,
for short
19 Bridge supports
20 Curving pitch
22 Garment bottom
23 Suffix with methor prop24 Alley competitor
28 Backyard play
apparatus
33 Like some
college walls
34 Employed
35 Caesar's 1,051
36 Au1hor Andre
37 Fall apple drink
38 Pass's opposite
39 Single
40 City on the Ruhr
41 Group of lions
42 Nuclear treaty
subjects
449-Down
footballer
45 Com discard
46The Atty.
General is head
oflt
47 Low-level clouds
50 Icy formation at
either extremity
of the Earth's
axis
55Peeper
56Today, to
Caesar-and a
hint to the hidden
word appearing
in this puzzle 15
times {including
the one in this
answer)
58 Classic Jaguar
model
59 Jeans material
60 "What's in_?":
Juliet
61 Japanese
money
62 Has a sandwich
63 Brawn

By LIia Cherry

DOWN
1 Eight, in Berlin
2Twosome
3 Bike outing
4 EM1fJeS
5Despised
6 Perot of politics
7 Denver-10Chicago dir.
8 Crusty desserts
9 San f'ranclsco
Bay city
10 Weddil'lg party
member
11 Old Greek
stringed
instrument
12365days
14 As above, in
footnotes
17 Met, Nat or Card
21 Beethoven's
"Minuet _ "
24 Archie Bunker
25

~ lambs and

rams
26 Like most modem
1Vs, piclurewise
27 Reb general
28 Square's four
29 Birdhouse
30~.b~
bombard
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Last issue solved
31 Drop in
pronunciation
32 Flooring specialist
34 Yokel's
possessive
37 27-Down's org.
38 End of most
wotk wks.
40 Oceanic reflux
41 Dr. Oenton's , e.g.
43 Ode title starter
44 Massage deeply
46 Dire fate

47 Like a sheer
48~~~ild
49 What's on your
mind
50 Trident-shaped
letters
51 Hindu princess
52 Prefix with apple
53Summit
54 Relieved cry
fil' Tolkien tree
creature

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds
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UCFHOOPS

How Do IText
UCFHOOPS to 44636?

You have successfully
subscribed to UCF

I•

Grab your cell phone.

Text stop to end at
any time.

2.

Select messages on your
main menu

3.
4.
5.

Write a new tex~ message,
"UCFHOOPS"

••
•
•

Send this message to 44636
(41NFO).
Begin receiving
UCF Knights Basketball Scores!

<!Central ~lodba ~uture
The Student "fleWspo~rat,,UCf;~iqcef~68

Receive FREE, real-time sco res and ale rts on yo ur cell phone from the Central Florida Future. Just text a keyword, like UCFHOOPS,
to 44636. Fo r a list of ot her info you can get on yo ur cell, t ext MENU to 44636. Now you can be in t he know while o n the go!
*Carrier text messaging rates apply

A16 www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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. OVER 200 SQ FT OF PRIVATE BEDROOMS
& WALK-IN CLOSETS

•
•
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